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In this brand-new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, a scandal brings a young
man back home to the small town, crazy family, and first love he left behind. Reed Stewart thought he’d
left all his small town troubles—including a broken heart—behind when he ditched tiny Bloomville,
Indiana, ten years ago to become rich and famous on the professional golf circuit. Then one tiny post on
the Internet causes all of those troubles to return . . . with a vengeance. Becky Flowers has worked
hard to build her successful senior relocation business, but she’s worked even harder to forget Reed
Stewart ever existed. She has absolutely no intention of seeing him when he returns—until his family
hires her to save his parents. Now Reed and Becky can’t avoid one another—or the memories of that one
fateful night. And soon everything they thought they knew about themselves (and each other) has been
turned upside down, and they—and the entire town of Bloomville—might never be the same, all because The
Boy Is Back.
Last year, Pierce died – just for a moment. And when she was in the space between life and death, she
met John. Tall dark and terrifying, it's his job to usher souls from one realm to the next. There's a
fierce attraction between them, which Pierce carries back into our world. But she knows that if she
allows herself to fall for John she will be doomed to a life of shadows and loneliness in the
Underworld. When things get dangerous for her, her only hope is to do exactly what John says. Can she
trust a guy who lives for the dead? Inspired by Greek myth, Abandon is the first in a darkly romantic
trilogy from Meg Cabot, creator of The Princess Diaries.
Being a mediator doesn't exactly make Susannah Simon your typical sixteen-year-old. Her job is to ease
the path for the unhappy dead to their final resting place. She finds her skills tested to the maximum.
But can this girl get her ghost?
Airhead is the first in a brilliant, funny and thought-provoking trilogy from Meg Cabot, the author of
the million-selling The Princess Diaries. Two worlds collide when super-gorgeous celebutante Nikki and
tomboy brainiac Em find themselves thrown together – literally. Forced to live the life of a glamorous
supermodel, will Em be able to keep her old life, and those she cares about, a secret?
Corner of Ocean and Bay
Vanished Books Three & Four
Safe House; Sanctuary
Size 12 is Not Fat
Ninth Key
When Lightning Strikes When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica Mastriani finds out
when she is caught in a thunderstorm. But this trouble with a capital T - this trouble is serious.
Because somehow, on that long walk home, Jess acquired a new talent. She can find missing people - dead
or alive… Code Name Cassandra Since developing her psychic powers, Jess has discovered that not everyone
wants to be found. And, right now, Jess is one of them. Because some very important people want to speak
to her about her newfound powers - people who know just how a good power can be used for evil - and the
wrong decision will lead Jess into deadly danger…
Everyone loves Jen Greenley. What's not to like when she's so incredibly nice? And in the jungle of
Clayton High School, nice is pretty rare. Jen may be everybody's best friend, but being the world's best
listener doesn't always get you far. Until the day Jen's asked to look after 'Lucas Smith' - better
known as Luke Striker, Hollywood's most famous teenage movie star, who's coming to Clayton to research a
new role. Can Jen keep Luke's identity a secret? And can she manage not to lose her heart to the most
gorgeous guy on the planet? Let's face it, Jen's starring in her very own Mission Impossible! Or is she?
From the best-selling author of PRINCESS DIARIES comes this supernatural romance with real bite...
Haunted is the fifth book in the thrilling, romantic Mediator series, from the New York Times
bestselling author of the Princess Diaries, Meg Cabot. Suze is used to trouble, but this time she's in
deep: Ghostly Jesse has her heart, but Paul Slater, a real flesh-and-blood guy, is warm for her form.
And mediator Paul knows how to send Jesse to the Great Beyond. For good. Paul claims he won't do
anything to Jesse as long as Suze will go out with him. Fearing she'll lose Jesse forever, Suze agrees.
But even if Suze can get Jesse to admit his true feelings for her, what kind of future can she have with
a guy who's already dead? Don't miss the delightfully funny supernatural Mediator series, from New York
Times bestselling author Meg Cabot.
The Bride Wore Size 12
Overbite
Safe House
A Heather Wells Mystery
Awaken

Sixteen-year-old Jessica Mastriani knew she wasn't going to be able to hide her psychic powers from the U.S.
government -- interested in utilizing her special skills for their own devices -- forever. But she never thought that she
and Cyrus Krantz, the special agent brought in to "convince" Jess to join his elite team of "specially-gifted" crime
solvers, would turn out to have something in common. But when a local boy's disappearance is attributed to a
backwoods militai group, Jess's goal -- to find the missing child -- and Dr. Krantz's -- to stop a group of madmen before
they kill again -- turn out to be one and the same. Suddenly Jess finds herself working with one enemy in order to stop
a far worse one. In an atmosphere of hate and fear, can Jess and Dr. Krantz -- not to mention Jess's would-be boyfriend
Rob -- work together to unite a community and save a life...without losing their own?
Meg Cabot, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries, returns to Little Bridge Island with a new
story about a children s book author with a case of writer s block and an arrogant novelist who have to set aside
their differences as they get through a weekend long book festival that just might change everything̶including their
feelings for each other. Don t Judge a Book by Its Author... Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the smallest, most
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beautiful islands in the Florida Keys. Jo Wright always swore she d never step foot on Little Bridge Island̶not as
long as her nemesis, bestselling author Will Price, is living there. Then Jo s given an offer she can t refuse: an allexpense paid trip to speak and sign at the island s first ever book festival. Even though arrogant Will is the last
person Jo wants to see, she could really use the festival s more-than-generous speaking fee. She s suffering from a
crippling case of writer s block on the next installment of her bestselling children s series, and her father needs
financial help as well. Then Jo hears that Will is off-island on the set of the film of his next book. Hallelujah! But when
she arrives on Little Bridge, Jo is in for a shock: Will is not only at the book festival, but seems genuinely sorry for his
past actions̶and more than willing not only to make amends, but prove to Jo that he s a changed man. Things
seem to be looking up̶until disaster strikes, causing Jo to wonder: Do any of us ever really know anyone?
It's not easy being Jinx. Jean Honeychurch hates her boring name (not Jean Marie, or Jeanette, just . . . Jean). What's
worse? Her all-too-appropriate nickname, Jinx. Misfortune seems to follow her everywhere she goes̶even to New
York City, where Jinx has moved to get away from the huge mess she caused in her small hometown. Her aunt and
uncle welcome her to their Manhattan town house, but her beautiful cousin Tory isn't so thrilled. . . . In fact, Tory is
hiding a dangerous secret̶one that could put them all in danger. Soon Jinx realizes it isn't just bad luck she's been
running from . . . and that the curse she has lived under since the day she was born may be the only thing that can save
her life.
When beautiful, spirited Finnula Crais kidnaps the dashing knight Hugh Fitzstephen, she has no idea that she's
ensnared the new Earl of Stephensgate on his way home from the Crusades. Nor does she realize that Hugh is quite
happy to be kidnapped by an enchanting tomboy, and will do anything it takes to avoid being rescued. With Finnula
determined to hold Hugh to ransom, and Hugh equally determined to steal Finnula's heart, it isn't long before the
fireworks start! And just when it looks as if there might be a happy ending, disaster strikes. When an attempt is made
on the new Earl's life, there is only one suspect ‒ and even if he loves her dearly, Hugh can't let her get away with it . . .
Ransom My Heart is a risqué historical romance written by Princess Mia Thermopolis of Genovia (with a little help from
Meg Cabot), as featured in The Princess Diaries series.
Mediator #5: Haunted
Abandon
Booktalks and Beyond
Airhead
When Lightning Strikes; Code Name Cassandra
Following Abandon and Underworld, Awaken is the final part to Meg Cabot's breathtakingly
passionate The Abandon Trilogy. Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera knew that by accepting
the undying love of John Hayden she'd be forced to live forever in the one place she's
always dreaded most: the Underworld. The sacrifice seemed worth it, but now her happiness
and safety in the realm are threatened. The Furies have discovered that John has broken
one of their strictest rules and revived a dead soul. If the balance of life and death
isn't restored, both the Underworld and Pierce's home on Earth will be wiped out by the
Furies' wrath. Pierce has already cheated death once . . . can she do it again?
Meg Cabot's youngest star is headed for the stage. . .at her school. For parent's night.
But still, it's a starring role! The fourth grade puts on a play written by Mrs. Hunter!
Allie is sure she will walk away with the most coveted role--that of the princess,
naturally-but one of her friends gets the part! What Allie doesn't realize is that the
part she does get--that of the evil queen--is actually a better (and bigger) role. But
Allie isn't content with just starring in the play. She goes full-on method and borrows
some false eyelashes to wear for the play, which (what else is new?) causes a great deal
of excited controversy. Allie learns it's not the size of the part, it's the size of the
heart that matters.
Heather Wells is used to having her cake and eating it too, but this time her cake just
might be cooked. Her wedding cake, that is. With her upcoming nuptials to PI Cooper
Cartwright only weeks away, Heather's already stressed. And when a pretty junior turns up
dead, Heather's sure things can't get worse—until every student in the dorm where she
works is a possible suspect, and Heather's long-lost mother shows up. Heather has no time
for a tearful mother and bride reunion. She has a wedding to pull off and a murder to
solve. Instead of wedding bells, she might be hearing wedding bullets, but she's
determined to bring the bad guys to justice if it's the last thing she does . . . and
this time, it just might be.
Now a high school junior, Samantha tries to decide whether she is ready to have sex with
her boyfriend, who happens to be the president's son.
Ready Or Not
Promoting Great Genre Reads to Teens
Jinx
Vanished: When Lightning Strikes & Code Name Cassandra
Ransom My Heart
There are a few places screenwriter Lou Calabrese would rather be than crammed into a helicopter with Jack Townsend, star of her
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claim to fame, Copkiller, and whose ex just ran off with Lou's ex. Talk about uncomfortable. But when, halfway out to the isolated
arctic location where Copkiller IV is currently shooting, their pilot turns murderous and their helicopter crashes, Lou realizes her day
has just gotten a lot worse. Now, while family and friends back home fret over her disappearance, Lou is on the run in the arctic
wilderness with America's sweetheart Jack Townsend and only the contents of her purse, his pockets, and their mutual knowledge
of survival movie trivia to keep them alive. Can these two children of Hollywood put aside their differences and make it back home
without killing each other? Or much, much worse, actually start to like one another?
When you peak at fifteen, where can things go but downhill? Former teen pop sensation Heather Wells has hit rock bottom. When
Heather finds a job in a New York college dorm things seem to start looking up... at least until girls in the dorm begin to perish at an
alarming rate.
Nessa Moore has sought reliable stability since her father’s death. She’s over it. Tired of always being mature, reliable, and
disciplined, she’s eager to spread her wings for one carefree summer adventure. Jacie Hayes is struggling to overcome a breakup.
This summer, she wants nothing more than to forget about Dylan and be a live-in-the-moment kind of girl who gossips about boys
and sips mojitos. Best friends since childhood, Nessa and Jacie are thrilled to accept an invitation for a summer beach getaway.
Determined to make this their craziest and most memorable summer, both girls push their own boundaries, accept new challenges,
and find themselves keeping secrets from each other. But some secrets can’t be forgiven. Or forgotten.
Steph Landry's been a high school pariah – and the butt of every joke imaginable – ever since she spilt her red Super Big Gulp all
over It Girl Lauren Moffat's white D&G mini-skirt. But now Steph's got a secret weapon – an ancient book, How to be Popular, which
her soon-to-be step-grandmother once used to break into her A-crowd. All Steph has to do is follow the instructions in The Book
and wait for the partying begin. But as Steph's about to discover, it's easy to become popular – it's less easy staying that way! How
to be Popular is a heartwarming story of friendship and acceptance from Meg Cabot, author of The Princess Diaries.
How to be Popular
A How-to Guide
Allie Finkle's Rules for Girls Book 4: Stage Fright
Victoria and the Rogue
She Went All the Way

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, the dark reimagining of the
Persephone myth comes to a thrilling conclusion. Death has her in his clutches. She
doesn't want him to let go. Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera knew by accepting the love
of John Hayden, she'd be forced to live forever in the one place she's always dreaded
most: the Underworld. The sacrifice seemed worth it, though, because it meant she could
be with the boy she loves. But now her happiness -- and safety -- are threatened, all
because the Furies have discovered that John has broken one of their strictest rules: He
revived a human soul. If the balance between life and death isn't fixed, both the
Underworld and Pierce's home back on earth will be wiped away. But there's only one way
to restore order. Someone has to die.
Sam Madison never knew life could change overnight. But that's exactly what happens when
she saves the life of the President of the United States as she's bunking off art class
one night. Now an instant (if highly reluctant and very unlikely) celebrity, not to
mention teen ambassador to the United Nations, Sam finds herself not only hanging out at
the White House, but trying to stop herself falling for David, the President's son . . .
All American Girl, by author of The Princess Diaries Meg Cabot, is followed by the sequel
Ready or Not.
Victoria Growing up in far-off India, wealthy young heiress Lady Victoria Arbuthnot was
accustomed to handling her own affairs -- not to mention everyone else's. But in her
sixteenth year, Vicky is unceremoniously shipped off to London to find a husband. With
her usual aplomb, however, Lady Victoria gets herself engaged to the perfect English
gentleman, even before setting foot on British soil. The Rogue Hugo Rothschild, ninth
earl of Malfrey, is everything a girl could want in a future husband: he is handsome and
worldly, if not rich. Lady Victoria has everything just as she'd like it. That is, if
raffish young ship captain Jacob Carstairs would leave well enough alone. Jacob's
meddling is nothing short of exasperating, and Victoria is mystified by his persistence.
But when it becomes clear that young Lord Malfrey just might not be all that he's
professed to be, Victoria is forced to admit, for the first time in her life, that she is
wrong. Not only about her fiance, but about the reason behind the handsome ship captain's
interference.
The sequel to Meg Cabot’s bestselling paranormal romance with bite - Insatiable
Love You to Death
When You're A Social Reject Like Me, Steph L
A Little Scandal
Sanctuary
A Novel
"There's no such thing as ghosts."At least, that's what the scientific community believes. High school sophomore Susannah Simon wishes
she could agree. She's only lived in sunny California for two weeks, and already her life's a whirlwind of pool parties, excellent hair days,
and new friends. Oh, yeah ... and her stepbrothers. But otherwise, things are going fab.Until the ghost of a dead woman shows up at her
bedside, screaming and begging Suze to find "Red" and tell him that he isn't responsible for her death. Tracking down a murderer isn't
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exactly easy, especially when the clues that Suze pieces together lead straight to the father of Tad Beaumont, the cutest and richest boy in
school ... and the first boy who's ever asked Suze out.Oops.
From best friends to arguments, cliques, online friendships, and friendships between guys and girls, author Jan Burns explores the fun,
crazy, and sometimes problematic world of dealing with friends in FRIENDSHIP: A HOW-TO GUIDE. Find out what kind of friend you are
and learn how to improve your relationships.
After dallying with sexy vampires and ingeniously reinterpreting the Dracula legend (Insatiable, Overbite), #1 New York Times bestseller
Meg Cabot is ready to rock n roll once more with Heather Wells. The un-petite assistant New York City college dorm director and
sometime sleuth is back in Size 12 and Ready to Rock̶a delectable comedy mystery that proves once more that the much beloved author
of The Princess Diaries rules in the realm of grown-up women s fiction as well. Heather s got her hands full when a pop star and her
reality TV camera crew invade the dorm̶bringing with them a summer camp-full of adoring teen admirers̶only to have an inconvenient
homicide spoil the fun. There s romance, treachery, merry mayhem and music̶just the ticket for readers who like to rock out on the hip
contemporary singleton fiction of Sophie Kinsella, Jennifer Weiner, and Jane Green.
A PERFECT NEW ROMCOM FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR MEG CABOT - perfect for fans of Sally Thorne, Christina Lauren and Jo Watson.
'Meg Cabot is chick-lit royalty' Newsweek 'A pure delight' Library Journal ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲ WHAT HAPPENS IN PARADISE . . .
Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the smallest and most beautiful islands in the Florida Keys - home to sandy white beaches, salt-rimmed
margaritas and sizzling romance . . . When a massive hurricane cuts all power to Little Bridge Island - as well as its connection to the
mainland - twenty-five-year-old Bree Beckham isn't worried. She's already escaped one storm - her emotionally abusive ex - so a hurricane
seems like a piece of cake. But animal-loving Bree does become alarmed when she realises how many islanders have been separated from
their beloved pets by the hurricane. Now it's up to her to save as many of Little Bridge's animals as she can, but to do so, she's going to need
help - help she has no choice but to accept from her boss's sexy nephew, Drew Hartwell, the Mermaid Café's most notorious heartbreaker.
When Bree starts falling for Drew, she has to ask herself if her island fling was just a result of the stormy weather - or if it could last during
clear skies too? ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲ Why do readers LOVE Meg Cabot? 'Meg Cabot is a fabulous author' USA Today '[Meg Cabot] is the
master of her genre' Publishers Weekly 'Cabot has a knack for hilarious dialogue and zany characters, but she also creates a story that's full
of heart' Kirkus Reviews 'Her trademark humour makes for compulsive reading' Publishers Weekly
An All-American Girl Novel
All American Girl
Vanished Books One & Two
No Offense
Avalon High
When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica Mastriani finds out when she and best friend Ruth get caught in a thunderstorm.
Not that Jess has ever really avoided trouble before. Instead of cheerleading there are fistfights with the football team and monthlong stints in
detention - not that detention doesn't have its good points - like sitting next to Rob - the cutest senior around! But this is trouble with a capital
T - this trouble is serious. Because somehow on that long walk home in the thunderstorm, Jess acquired a new found talent. An amazing
power that can be used for good. . . or for evil.
'Meg Cabot is chick-lit royalty' NEWSWEEK 'Her trademark frank humor makes for compulsive reading' PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Escape to
Little Bridge Island, the first story in a new series from Meg Cabot *Includes an excerpt from the forthcoming new full-length novel No
Judgments* _____________________ Looking for a tropical escape? Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the smallest - and most beautiful islands in the Florida Keys, home to sandy white beaches, salt-rimmed margaritas, stunning sunsets and some of the quirkiest - but also
kindest and most resourceful - people you'll ever meet. Physical trainer Roberta 'Rob' James moved to Little Bridge hoping she'd found
paradise, but things haven't turned out quite as she'd hoped. The closest Rob has come to her 'happily ever after' is happy hour at the
Mermaid Café with her buddy Bree, the bartender slash waitress who's got romance problems of her own. But Rob's situation suddenly
changes when sheriff's deputy Ryan Martinez accidentally enrols in her bridal boot camp class. Turning mush into metal in time for the big
day is Rob's passion (because even the happiest bride could use a little toning). But what happens when a guy who's all mush meets a girl
who's all metal? They discover they have a lot to learn . . . about each other, themselves and the island paradise they've come to call home.
_____________________ Why do readers LOVE Meg Cabot? 'Meg Cabot is a fabulous author' USA Today '[Meg Cabot] is the master of her
genre' Publishers Weekly 'Cabot has a knack for hilarious dialogue and zany characters, but she also creates a story that's full of heart'
Kirkus Reviews
'Meg Cabot is chick-lit royalty' Newsweek One of Bustle's Best Books of 2020 Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the most beautiful islands in
the Florida Keys, home to sandy white beaches, salt-rimmed margaritas and sizzling romance . . . Love has a way of sneaking up when least
expected . . . Molly Montgomery couldn't be more thrilled about starting her new job at Little Bridge Island's library. Happy to have left her
problematic ex behind on the mainland, her new life feels like heaven . . . at least until she finds a newborn baby abandoned in the library.
When Sheriff John Hartwell arrives on the scene, Molly can't help but be riled by his attitude - tall and handsome he may be, but his
arrogance is almost as distracting as his blue eyes. Recently divorced, John has been having trouble adjusting to single life, especially with a
grumpy teenage daughter in tow. But as he works with Molly to track down the baby's mother, something in the librarian's beautiful smile
gives John hope that his old life on Little Bridge might suddenly hold new promise - if only they can get over their differences . . . Clever,
hilarious, and fun, No Offense will tug at readers' heartstrings and make them fall in love with Little Bridge Island and its unique characters
once again. Why do readers LOVE Meg Cabot? 'Funny and enchanting . . . Meg Cabot is a total delight' Popsugar 'With a sunny island
backdrop populated with loveable characters, this is the perfect sexy spring/summer read to lose yourself in' Bolu Babalola, bestselling author
of Love in Colour 'No Offense is a heart-warming must-read this summer' Bustle 'Cabot returns to the Little Bridge Island series with another
engaging read (after No Judgments). Rom-com fans looking to extend the beach-reading season should find this their next go-to read' Library
Journal '[Meg Cabot] is the master of her genre . . . her trademark humour makes for compulsive reading' Publishers Weekly 'Cabot has a
knack for hilarious dialogue and zany characters, but she also creates a story that's full of heart' Kirkus Reviews 'Meg Cabot is a fabulous
author' USA Today 'Cabot has a long, successful track record of writing entertaining stories that allow readers to escape from the realities of
life by bringing levity, wit and a host of surprises and happy endings to the page. No Judgments is further testament to her appealing, winning
style' Romantic Between the Lines
A steamy novel by Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia Cabot—released as an e-book for the first time! A woman of
uncommon spirit... When beautiful Kate Mayhew is hired as chaperone to Marquis of Wingate Burke Traherne's headstrong daughter Isabel,
the Marquis finds himself in an impossible predicament. Torn between the knowledge that she is exactly what Isabel needs but also, for him,
the worst possible temptation, he finds himself in constant proximity with someone who threatens his independence. A most notorious
gentleman. Known for his steely self-control since the day he caught his wife with a lover, Lord Wingate has vowed never to risk marriage
again. In accepting his lordship's offer of employment, the feisty Kate faces two perils; her wild attraction to a man who has sworn off love,
and a date with her own scandalous past...which she cannot keep secret forever. A Little Scandal.
Teen Idol
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The Boy Is Back
a Little Bridge Island novella
Size 12 and Ready to Rock
escape to paradise with the perfect laugh out loud summer romcom
"Help me find my little girl." Jess Mastriani -- dubbed "Lightning Girl" by the press when, after a huge storm, she develops a psychic ability to find missing
children -- has lost her miraculous powers. Or has she? She would like the media and the government to think so. All Jess wants is to be left alone, by
everyone except sexy Rob Wilkins -- who still hasn't called, by the way.... But it doesn't look like Jess is going to get her wish -- especially not while she's
stuck working at a summer camp for musically gifted kids. Then the father of a missing girl shows up to beg Jess to find his daughter. Jess can't say no, but
now the feds are on her trail again, as is one ornery stepdad, who'd like to see Lightning Girl...well, dead.
Meg Cabot, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries, returns to Little Bridge Island with a new story about an author with a case of
writer's block and an arrogant novelist who have to set aside their differences as they get through a weekend long book festival that just might change
everything - including their feelings for each other. Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the most beautiful islands in the Florida Keys, home to sandy white
beaches, salt-rimmed margaritas and sizzling romance . . . Jo Wright always swore she'd never step foot on Little Bridge Island - not as long as her nemesis,
bestselling author Will Price, is living there. Then Jo's given an offer she can't refuse: an all-expenses paid trip to speak and sign at the island's first ever book
festival. And when she finds out Will won't even be on the island, there's no reason to refuse. But when she arrives on Little Bridge, Jo is in for a shock: Will
is not only at the book festival, but seems genuinely sorry for his past actions - and more than willing not only to make amends, but prove to Jo that he's a
changed man. Things seem to be looking up - until disaster strikes, causing Jo to wonder: do any of us ever really know anyone? Why do readers LOVE
Meg Cabot? 'With a sunny island backdrop populated with loveable characters, this is the perfect sexy spring/summer read to lose yourself in' Bolu
Babalola, bestselling author of Love in Colour 'Funny and enchanting . . . Meg Cabot is a total delight' Popsugar 'Meg Cabot is a fabulous author' USA
Today '[Meg Cabot] is the master of her genre' Publishers Weekly 'Her trademark humour makes for compulsive reading' Publishers Weekly
This New York Times bestselling hit from Meg Cabot mixes the wit of the Princess Diaries with a supernatural twist on the Arthurian legend. Ellie’s
thrilled to meet Will, the star football player whose popularity at her new school is almost legendary. Yet as she gets to know Will better, Ellie starts to
uncover some strange things about him. And the school. And even herself. Ellie doesn’t think much of déjà vu, but she just can’t shake the haunting
feeling that, somehow, this has all happened before… A long-ago legend comes to new life in this tale of a love triangle, a medieval sword, and a totally
awesome pool raft in this stand-alone novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries.
A gift…or a curse? Jessica Mastriani has never liked attention. All she wants is to make it to high school graduation like any ordinary girl. But when Jess is
struck by lightning, she becomes anything but ordinary: suddenly she has the ability to locate missing children. Now Jess is getting noticed in all the wrong
ways and by all the wrong people. The media is obsessed with her and her story. The FBI is tapping her phone. And what’s going on with sexy senior
Rob? Soon Jess learns the hard way that not everyone who is lost wants to be found…. With no one to trust, it's up to Jess to decide what to do with her new
power—before it’s decided for her.
Insatiable
Bridal Boot Camp
Abandon #3: Awaken
No Words
Friendship
Ever since Jessica Mastriani was struck by lightning, she's had the ability to find missing people. But
her amazing new power came at a cost: national fame and a crushing responsibility that Jess never asked
for. The only way she knows how to get back her old life is to lie and say she’s lost her gift. But when
Jess’s classmates start to disappear, she's accused of being involved. Jess’s only chance to clear her
name is to use her powers. But this will only bring back all the old nightmares: the press, the FBI,
everyone who seems to want a piece of her . . . including the guy she once gave her heart to. Time is
running out, and it seems as if Jess is the only one who can save her friends. But even if she succeeds,
will there be anyone to save her?
Jess is asked by the father of a missing girl to use her psychic powers to find his missing daughter,
despite her protests that she has lost her powers, but she soon finds that he is not the only one to
doubt her denials.
No Judgments
Code Name Cassandra
Haunted
When Lightning Strikes
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